
The sleep-medicine 
indusTry is  
growing.  
Is your sleep  
laboratory  
keepIng pace?

many sleep facilities are being forced to scale 
back the number of sleep studies per night 
because of employee shortages. recruiting  
and hiring more staff has its own set of  
risks; training costs, higher salaries, employee 
benefits and increased overhead can greatly  
reduce revenue gains. 

there is a solution. 

sleep strategies can help you maximize  
cost-effectiveness, productivity and quality.

sleep strategies’ team of registered  
technologists becomes an extension of your 
team, bringing added value in the form of 
capacity and expertise as well as in-depth 
knowledge about sleep software and the  
sleep-medicine industry. 

	 	 	 	 	

The success of your sleep laboratory depends on 
your ability to diagnose and treat patients quickly 
and accurately. Timely, high-quality sleep-study 
analysis performed by registered technologists is 
an absolute necessity.

unfortunately, sleep-record backlogs,  
unexpected overflow and staff shortages can 
impede productivity and affect your bottom line. 

sleep strategies’ clients have learned the  
tremendous business advantages of working with 
a professional record-scoring company.

	3 Increase your revenue — Free up internal  
  resources so you can expand the number  
  of beds and number of nights your facility  
  can operate and perform sleep studies. 

	3 Improve your focus on your core business  
  of helping people — diagnose and treat  
  more patients. 

	3 lower your labor costs — pay only for the  
  services you need, when you need them,  
  without worrying about increased salaries,  
  benefits and training costs.

	3 Increase quality — our quality-control  
  procedures and a policy of hiring only  
  registered technologists ensures your  
  diagnoses and treatment decisions are  
  based on correct, dependable results.

 3 Improve your service — reducing record  
  backlogs means faster, superior service for  
  your patients and customers. secure,  
  high-speed, electronic transfer of  
  sleep-study data ensures rapid return of 
  your scored sleep studies. choose from  
  same-day, next-day, 48- and 72-hour  
  turnaround service.
 
	3 Increase your flexibility — you’ll be better  
  able to deal with new challenges when they  
  arise, such as unexpected volumes of  
  patient studies, business slowdowns or  
  unforeseen staffing issues.

	3 protect your business — complete liability  
  insurance and policies and procedures that  
  are fully compliant with the health  
  insurance portability and Accountability  
  Act (hipAA)—you know your business  
  is protected.

sleep strategIes’ commItment to qualIty Is your guarantee 
of complete satIsfactIon. 

sleep strategies is committed to providing you with exceptional scoring services. All sleep records 
are scored by industry-recognized, registered polysomnographic technologists and quality is assured 
through a system of cross-scoring (inter-reliability) testing.

“	Our	clients	include	some	
	 of	the	largest	sleep		
	 disorders	laboratories	in		
	 the	world.” 

 

 they’ve discovered that with sleep  
 strategies, they can refocus their  
 resources on treating patients and  
 growing their sleep-medicine business.



A meAsure oF 
qualIty
sleep record scorIng servIces 

3 increase revenue 
3 reduce labor costs
3 improve productivity
3 treat more patients

your business advantage

Find out how sleep strategies’ timely,  
accurate and cost-effective analysis of  
patient studies can help your organization

3 increase revenue
3 reduce labor costs
3 improve productivity
3 treat more patients

    

contact us today at:  
1-800-905-0348
info@sleepstrategies.com

Rest	assured.

 www.sleepstrategies.com
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why sleep sTrATegies is 
The smart choIce

focused. sleep-record scoring is our only  
business. our clients know and trust our  
abilities and expertise. 

recognized. we are the preferred  
sleep-scoring provider for leading hospitals,  
private sleep facilities, home-care  
organizations, universities and pharmaceutical 
companies.

experienced. we hire only registered  
polysomnographic technologists with advanced 
knowledge in sleep medicine. They understand 
your needs—and your business.

passionate. we have a passion for excellence 
and strive to provide scoring of the highest 
integrity and accuracy. we have stringent  
internal regulations and quality-control  
procedures that rank us among the leading  
record-scoring companies worldwide.

dedicated. we are committed to delivering 
high-quality scoring and patient-care solutions 
that help our clients improve efficiency, reduce 
costs and increase the numbers of patients  
they can diagnose and treat. 

contact us today at:
1-800-905-0348
info@sleepstrategies.com

	 	 	 	 	


